Iran delays hostages' release

By The Associated Press

Despite an agreement on their release, 52 American hostages remained in Iran early Tuesday and Iran's chief negotiator accused U.S. banks of an "underhanded maneuver" that "needlessly" delayed their flight to freedom.

Iran's official Pars news agency quoted Behzad Nabavi as saying U.S. banks submitted an 11-page appendix on Tuesday, creating another problem that postponed the end of the hostage crisis.

Nabavi said the banks submitted the appendix "to make it binding on Iran to drop any further claims beyond the hostage deal."

"It was hard to tell what was deliberate and what was not with them all along," he said.

Carter announced before sunrise Monday that the U.S. and Iran had reached agreement "which will result, I believe, in the freedom of our American hostages."

He said he was "not sure" when, and hours later it remained unclear whether they would reach freedom before President Carter or President Reagan.

A State Department official said negotiations were still being conducted in Algiers on implementation of the deal for release of frozen Iranian assets to an escrow account in London. "I think that something everybody regarded as a detail because it implied something already agreed upon," the official said.

He said Iran wants guarantees it will not lose title to assets not yet identified as its property, and "we have a problem with their gained language.

Carter said he had no way of knowing what the matter could be. While he said nothing had arisen that was not anticipated, he acknowledged the differences could become a serious problem. "I suppose any differences could, under all circumstances, lead almost anywhere," he said.

Carter's spokesman said the hostage deal involved two sets of documents, one to outline the agreement, the other to announce, the second to implement and get it the hostages freed. He said the second set, "enormously complicated and enormously technical," remained under discussion.

"All of us are encouraged but still have our fingers crossed," said Reagan. "I think there will be some cancellation and we will feel until we know they're airborne, actually on their way, in the mood of history of this whole thing."

Reagan to take oath; Iran drama ending

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation will add a new chapter to its history today — the end of the hostage drama and the beginning of Ronald Reagan's term as president of the United States.

For the 39th president, Jimmy Carter, the heralded Tuesday trip will be a bittersweet experience: first on the national stage, excitement and some uphill to his last hours in the White House.

An unforeseen delay in that operation also brought Carter's Thinking Better, as Iran delayed its flight to freedom. Carter had hoped to make that trip as president but decided it was not undeniable. There would not be time to make the trip and still be at the Capitol. Carter will ride together, along with House Speaker Thomas O'Neill, Jr., and Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., to the Capitol.

Reagan spent most of Monday in conferences: first on international security, then on the economy and finally, with his cabinet.

As the more than 100,000 visitors to Washington continued the celebrations of Reagan's ascendency, the president-elect's only public function was a star-studded televised evening gala at the Washington Hilton.

The Reagans will fly by helicopter about 15 miles from downtown, for the show directed by Frank Judith Caron at the White House.

Reagan will play a more central role when, at Tuesday noon, on the Capitol steps with the mementums of American government as a backdrop, Reagan will recite the 35-word oath of which he takes office.

Reagan, a conservative Republican, at 69 will be the oldest man ever to become president, the first divorced man to hold the office.

Nabavi said:

"The chief Iranian negotiator said the Algerian intermediaries 'are now negotiating with U.S. government representatives as Algiers and the Algerian government fully supported Iran's stand on this issue.'"

Nabavi 'blamed the U.S. banks for needlessly dragging out this issue,' Pars added.

"I can't tell you if it is deliberate," Carter's spokesman said of the delay. "It was hard to tell what was deliberate and what was not with them all along."

Nabavi said the appendix "needlessly" delayed their release. "It is that the banks' submissions, which include an additional $3.5 billion in New York, would remain in Tehran at least until late Tuesday morning. "They will leave probably about 10 o'clock," said one official, reached on telephone from New York. "That would be the latest."

He said the crew of two Algerian Boeing 727s had returned to their hotels for the night and the hostages were, not at the airport. He said a third plane, a smaller Gulfstream, also was part of the Algerian group of aircraft, but he did not know who would be flying on that plane. A group of visiting Algerian doctors who examined the hostages completed their work, Pars said. A source at their hotel reported the medical group had checked out.

According to Pars, Nabavi said the Iranian government "improve condemned this subterfuge by the U.S. banks and wishes to open the minds of the peoples of the world, and especially the minds of the American public to this fact."

He said that under the terms of the agreement reached earlier, the American banks had to transfer Iran's assets to the Bank of England before the hostages could be released. But at about Tehran time (3:30 p.m. EST) "no news had been received of this transfer."

The Reagans will begin their day Tuesday at services in St. John's Episcopal Church and the Chorale of Presidents — across Lafayette Square from the White House.

Then, by custom, the Reagans — and Vice President-elect and Mrs. George Bush will come to the White House. Tuesday morning to coffee with the Carters and the Mondales in the Blue Room.

The Carters and the Reagans will ride together, along with House Speaker Thomas O'Neill, Jr., Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., to the Capital.

Reagan spent most of Monday in conferences: first on national security, then on the economy and finally, with his cabinet.

As the more than 100,000 visitors to Washington continued the celebrations of Reagan's ascendency, the president-elect's only public function was a star-studded televised evening gala at the Washington Hilton.

The Reagans will fly by helicopter about 15 miles from downtown, for the show directed by Frank Judith Caron at the White House.

Reagan will play a more central role when, at Tuesday noon, on the Capitol steps with the mementums of American government as a backdrop, Reagan will recite the 35-word oath of which he takes office.

Reagan, a conservative Republican, at 69 will be the oldest man ever to become president, the first divorced man to hold the office.
Illinois Supreme Court to rule on Republican coup of senate

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The Illinois Supreme Court agreed Monday to rule on a Democratic suit that seeks to overturn last week's stunning seizure of the state Senate by outmaneuvered Republicans and Gov. James R. Thompson.

Thursday's coup, orchestrated by Thompson while he presided over the new Senate, allowed 29 Republicans to oust the 30-member Democratic majority and elect Sen. David C. Shapiro president.

Without explanation, the court scheduled lawyers' arguments in the politically explosive case for Jan. 27. Four of the seven justices are Democrats, three are Republicans, led by "Senate President-in-exile" Philip J. Rock whose election was blocked by dissident Democrats. sued Thompson and Shapiro on Friday.

They denounced as "clearly illegal" Thompson's actions to the powerful presidency and called for a speedy voice vote or parliamentary tactics that allowed it.

Thompson by law presided over the new Senate, seated Wednesday, until a president was elected. He ruled that less than a majority of 30 of the chamber's 39 members could elect a president.

With two Democrats absent Thursday, Republicans easily elected Shapiro president. All 28 Democrats led the chamber in a vain effort to stymie Shapiro's election.

The Democrats' suit asks the court to overturn Thompson's election of state Sen. John R. Rock as president, order the governor to convene the Senate again for a second presidency election, and prohibit Shapiro from exercising any of the considerable power he has as president.

Senate accepts 8 cabinet choices

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate committees approved eight more of President-elect Ronald Reagan's Cabinet choices Monday, including Defense Secretary-designate Caspar Weinberger, and prepared for the first confirmation votes in the full Senate an Inauguration Day.

The Armed Services Committee unanimously endorsed Reagan's choice of Weinberger to take charge of the Pentagon and also approved Frank Carlucci as deputy defense chief.

These other Reagan choices won unanimous approval from the committees which review nominations:

—Treasury Secretary-designate Donald Regan.

—Commerce Secretary-designate Malcolm Baldrige.

—Transportation Secretary-designate Drew Lewis.

—Agriculture Secretary-designate John Block.

—Human Services Secretary-designate Richard Schwerin.

—William E. Brock, chosen to become special trade representative.

—Budget Director-designate David Stockman.

Banking committee members reportedly were ready to approve New York City attorney Samuel Pierce as secretary of housing and urban development, delaying a formal vote only because the FBI has not yet delivered its confidential background report on Pierce to Chairman Jake Garn, R-Utah.

The action Monday prepared the way for the full Senate to receive Reagan's formal nominations shortly after his inauguration Tuesday.

Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker, R-Tenn., has said he will insist on a roll-call vote on each nominee, rather than a speedier voice voting. Proxmire said he is mulling a Senate proposal to begin during the Tuesday afternoon session.

But it was uncertain how many could be cleared on Inauguration Day because Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., has said he will insist on a roll-call vote on each nominee, rather than a speedier voice voting. Proxmire said he is mulling a Senate proposal to begin during the Tuesday afternoon session.

The full Senate was expected to act on Friday, Jan. 22, on the remainder of Reagan's Cabinet choices, Ray Donovan to become special trade representative.

The committee spokesmen predicted.

Looser nuclear regulations initiated

WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislation was introduced in Congress Monday that would overturn new federal rules loosening the restrictions on shipments of nuclear wastes.

The new federal regulations, which have been in the works for more than a year, were vastly stricter local rules banning such shipments in many areas.

As soon as the rules were formally published in Monday's Federal Register, Rep. Ted Weiss and Rep. Geraldine Ferraro, both New York City Democrats, introduced a bill to stop them from taking effect in February 1982, as scheduled.

Under the federal regulations, nuclear material would be carried for the most part over interstate highways, unless individual states developed alternate routes.

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Graduate Head Resident Positions

in University Residence Halls 1981-1982

Positions

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale announces the availability of Graduate Assistant positions as Head Residents in University Residence Halls for the 1981-1982 academic year. All positions require the interest and capability to work with students, while opportunities are offered to gain experience in Residence Hall management and to learn techniques for fostering Student Development.

1. Completion of at least an undergraduate degree (work beyond the B.A., i.e. the master's degree, is desirable).

2. Must be enrolled in a graduate program at SIU when employment begins.

3. Experience in residence hall management, supervision, or other leadership experience is desirable.

4. Minimum age of twenty-one years.

5. Candidates may be married or single.

Responsibilities

The major responsibilities include: supervision, training, and development of resident advisor staff; programming; student development; student conduct and discipline; student life, growth and development, producing environment within the assigned residence hall.

Appointment

Head Resident positions are one-quarter or one-half time graduate assistantships for the fall term 1981 through the Spring term 1982.

Remuneration includes an apartment and meals for the Head Residents and immediate family, plus waiver of tuition for the Head Resident. The salary for one-quarter time positions is $210 per month. For one-half time positions, the salary is $422 per month.

Head Residents are encouraged to pursue academic programs beyond the master's level, but may not exceed 12 hours per semester for one-half time positions. They may accept additional employment without prior approval from the Director of Housing. All Head Residents are required to participate in pre-school and in-service training sessions. They must be available daily in the resident facility.

Applications

Individuals may submit an application anytime between December 15, 1980 and April 15, 1981. Early applications are encouraged.

Information concerning Head Resident positions or application may be obtained by writing Paul K. Jahn, Assistant Director of Housing, Building B, Washington Building, Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, Illinois 62901. (618) 532-5110.

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is an equal opportunity-affirmative action employer and encourages applications from handicapped, women and other minority groups.
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Prosecution expected to drop suit against Board of Trustees

By Randy Roguski
Staff Writer

A lawsuit charging the SIU Board of Trustees with violations of the Illinois Open Meetings Act is still pending, although the prosecution attorney probably will drop the suit, said John Feirich, a Carbondale attorney representing the University.

Feirich said he expects Madison County State's Attorney Don Weber to drop the case as of Monday that Weber decided to drop the suit when it was filed.

Feirich has said that the board met illegally in January 1979 when it decided in closed session to institute a chancellor system of governance. According to the suit, the board revealed its decision at a five-minute open meeting the next day.

The suit also asks that the board be ordered to transcribe future executive sessions, a policy the board has adopted since the suit was filed.

Weber has said that case law already indicates that the board's actions were illegal, and that the suit does not justify the costs of further prosecution.

Feirich moved for dismissal of the case Jan. 9. A hearing on that motion has not been set.

39 still in temporary housing

Thirty-nine students were being housed in temporary quarters Monday awaiting cancellations of contracted University housing so they could move into permanent quarters.

Sam Rinella, director of University Housing, reported that all campus housing is at full capacity. He said 42 people had not picked up their housing contracts as of Monday morning and faced cancellation unless they claimed them before noon Wednesday.

Rinella said the number of no-shows so far is "unusual because these contracts have been issued within the last month." He said that maybe some of the present no-shows are on campus now, but just haven't been over to his office.

University Housing holds 4,823 people. Rinella said Thompson Point has 1,427 residents and 21 people in temporary quarters. Brush Towers in housing 1,660 and 12 are there temporarily.

University Park has the largest amount of regular residents, 1,836, but the smallest amount of temporaries, six.

Rinella expected to have all 39 temporarily quartered students in regular housing by Friday.

Fry reported stable after surgery

Carbondale officials said Monday that City Manager Carroll J. Fry was in stable condition in the Respiratory Intensive Care Unit of Methodist Hospital in Rochester, Minnesota, following surgery to control a bacterial infection described in a press release as "quite serious."

The release said that Fry first surgery Wednesday, Jan. 14, following a week of tests conducted at the Mayo Clinic. Fry went back to surgery the following day, the release said, "as physicians attempted to control a rare bacterial infection." The release said that Fry has been back to surgery several times and that doctors believe they have stopped the infection.
Let us give thanks, they'll soon be free

Let us give thanks, they'll soon be free

After being let down so many times before, it was difficult for Americans to support the last week that the release of the 52 American hostages was imminent. 

But in the dawning hours of Monday, President Jimmy Carter claimed a victory for freedom over an oppressive foe, Iran. The hostages will be coming home after 443 days in captivity. It is a momentous celebration—for the hostages, their families and the nation.

FOR THE HOSTAGES and their families, both of whom have shown such remarkable courage, the agreement means a return to normalcy, or as close as they can come to it. They now suffer the confinement they endured so heroically. So too longer will the hostages' families have to suffer the anguish of uncertainty about what fate might hold in store for them. The taking of the hostages has been a national ordeal.

For Ronald Reagan, the release of the hostages also means freedom. For, in a sense, all Americans have been held hostage for the past 443 days. None of us could feel completely free while we knew our friends and relatives were prisoners in Iran. The taking of the hostages has been a national ordeal.

For Ronald Reagan, the hostages' release will also mean freedom from the sordid periodicals, where his name is synonymous with the beast that ended his days. The absurdity of the活着 for John's death, he stood apart from his contemporaries in the struggle to end the hostage crisis. Some obscure insight delusion prosperous to his memory which will be com­plete, his death不仅 for having been bought and paid for. The freeing of Iran's U.S. held hostages restores the salvation to which we all feared the prospect of the Americas Embassy. Nothing more.

The resolution of the hostages situation also means freedom for two others—Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan.

For Jimmy Carter, the agreement means freedom from a personal obsession. The hostage crisis has haunted Carter like no other event of his administration. Finally, after four years of struggle and a final victory, one he struggled so hard for, is gratifying. No one can say that Carter, despite some mistakes, has not given his every effort to the serious problems facing the country. Freedom to plan a comprehensive approach to foreign policy unhampered by the hostage atrocity.

For this, let us give thanks.

Letters

If you mourn for John, mourn for yourself too

My name is Richard Black. I am 30 years out of the state. I work for a living, as I have nearly all my life. I held degrees from a good state college, and have no intentions of going back. I have a high school drop-out.

I have too much trouble in my life to be influenced by John Lennon's death; indeed, all that I can think of is that everyone will be cunshly angry, as I heave yet another American to the ground. All I want to be able to do is to have my voice heard. So far, this will be too, eventually. James will be famous. He will be praised for all the truly wonderful things he's done in his trodden beneath our boots, cursed feet, while we walk the earth. The heroes gather about the world, the shadows growing feet in the chill, and cast about without the squirm of one who stands apart, upon which to stamp a glory af­fix itself. This is likely to impress themselves with some obscure insight delusion, having the darkness of a fruitless mind.

My name is Richard Black. I irrational violence, but by a cancerous insanity that needs in the heart and mind of the beholder—the soul of mankind. We are the guilty party—guilty of our bestiality, jealousy and fear the weapons we have filled with the years. We have plagued the earth with our existence. The real motive may not be to do the thing apart from the rest. And, when we get to the end of our work, we know that enough, the act will be completed, his death may be of the clouds will be too late. The memory will be crushed and battered beneath our boots, leaving behind a twisted, sordid wreckage sufficiently obscure to help us all forget that he truly was a man unlike the extinction of the beast that ended his existence.

I grew up in the 60's, where the road rage, sang and talked the talk. But, like John Lennon's song, I'm still alive, but in what I thought we were trying to accomplish. But, everyone sold out, you see. For it is much easier to play the game of an ultimo than to make any one idea. John could not play the game. He paid the price. And everyday of my life, as I watch the animals die, the skies bleed, the waters flowing, and the dreams change, while the sick, twisted, emotionally deprived gray and gray and gray and gray and gray and gray. So it is true, knowing all that must could be and seeing what he is, I do not mourn John Lennon. I mourn us—Rich Black, Carbondale.

The new Secretary of Interior reflects the views of his boss

Sneak up behind an environmentalist and shout "JAMES WATT!" and you will induce an interesting reaction, or so I have observed. Watt will be grouped as having been a hollow victory and a dangerous precedent, for Ronald Reagan, the hostages' release is a further cause for celebration. For Ronald Reagan, the hostages' release is a further cause for celebration. In a sense, all Americans have been held hostage for the past 443 days. None of us could feel completely free while we knew our friends and relatives were prisoners in Iran. The taking of the hostages has been a national ordeal.

For Ronald Reagan, the hostages' release also mean freedom from the sordid periodicals, where his name is synonymous with the beast that ended his days. The absurdity of the hostages situation also means freedom for two others—Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan.

For Jimmy Carter, the agreement means freedom from a personal obsession. The hostage crisis has haunted Carter like no other event of his administration. Finally, after four years of struggle and a final victory, one he struggled so hard for, is gratifying. No one can say that Carter, despite some mistakes, has not given his every effort to the serious problems facing the country. Freedom to plan a comprehensive approach to foreign policy unhampered by the hostage atrocity.

For this, let us give thanks.

Letters

If you mourn for John, mourn for yourself too

My name is Richard Black. I am 30 years out of the state. I work for a living, as I have nearly all my life. I held degrees from a good state college, and have no intentions of going back. I have a high school drop-out.

I have too much trouble in my life to be influenced by John Lennon's death; indeed, all that I can think of is that everyone will be cunshly angry, as I heave yet another American to the ground. All I want to be able to do is to have my voice heard. So far, this will be too, eventually. James will be famous. He will be praised for all the truly wonderful things he's done in his trodden beneath our boots, cursed feet, while we walk the earth. The heroes gather about the world, the shadows growing feet in the chill, and cast about without the squirm of one who stands apart, upon which to stamp a glory af­fix itself. This is likely to impress themselves with some obscure insight delusion, having the darkness of a fruitless mind.

My name is Richard Black. I irrational violence, but by a cancerous insanity that needs in the heart and mind of the beholder—the soul of mankind. We are the guilty party—guilty of our bestiality, jealousy and fear the weapons we have filled with the years. We have plagued the earth with our existence. The real motive may not be to do the thing apart from the rest. And, when we get to the end of our work, we know that enough, the act will be completed, his death may be of the clouds will be too late. The memory will be crushed and battered beneath our boots, leaving behind a twisted, sordid wreckage sufficiently obscure to help us all forget that he truly was a man unlike the extinction of the beast that ended his existence.

I grew up in the 60's, where the road rage, sang and talked the talk. But, like John Lennon's song, I'm still alive, but in what I thought we were trying to accomplish. But, everyone sold out, you see. For it is much easier to play the game of an ultimo than to make any one idea. John could not play the game. He paid the price. And everyday of my life, as I watch the animals die, the skies bleed, the waters flowing, and the dreams change, while the sick, twisted, emotionally deprived gray and gray and gray and gray and gray and gray. So it is true, knowing all that must could be and seeing what he is, I do not mourn John Lennon. I mourn us.
City Energy Division sets public meetings

By Tony Gordon
Staff Writer

Seeking public participation in an effort to develop a comprehensive energy use and conservation plan for Carbondale, the city's Energy Division has appointed four SIUC officials and numerous community members to a special energy task force. The membership of the task force was expected to be announced at the City Council meeting Monday night. Representatives from SIUC were expected to include Bruce Swinbourne, vice-president for Student Affairs; Clarence Dougherty, vice-president for Campus Services; Richard Archer, from the Comprehensive Planning and Design Department and Paul Matalonis, USO president. Community members comprise the remainder of the task force.

A series of public meetings have been scheduled to discuss energy and the future.

Robert Pulsk, city energy coordinator, said three public forums for discussion of energy and the future will be held Jan. 29 at Quigley Hall. A forum primarily for west side residents will be held Thursday, Feb. 5 at the First Baptist Church, 302 W. Main Street. The third forum, on Feb. 26, at Carbondale Community High School, 200 N. Springer, will be a city-wide conference to present and refine the preliminary findings of the first two meetings.
Eastwood's movie is entertaining, funny

In recent years, the motto of Hollywood movie producers has been "If you make a good movie, make a sequel!" This philosophy has been successful in some cases—"Rocky II" and "The Godfather Part II" have both flopped in others—"Smokin' and the Bandit Part II" and "Burt Reynolds: Part II." Clint Eastwood's latest effort, "Any Which Way You Can," a comedy clone of 1974's hit "Every Which Way But Loose," is a continuation of a funny film that doesn't lose the appeal of the original.

Eastwood, an actor known for his rugged, tough guy image, has done comedy for the last three times on the screen. He returns as Phil Beddoo, a bareknuckle brawler who travels through California making money by winning fights in parking lots and empty warehouses.

Eastwood retains his macho appeal, but also displays vulnerability in his love for country music singer Lynn Hataley Taylor (Sandra Locke). After avoiding Beddoo throughout the first film, Taylor finally succumbs to the brawler's charm, leaves her room at the WYCA, and moves in with him.

Beddoo's newfound love leads him to retirement, but a gangster's offer to meet Jack Wilson (played by William Shatner), the evil Falcocetti of "Ric Man. Poor Man" fame, the roughest fighter on the West Coast, may be too much for the mild-mannered Beddoo.

The exhibition features photographs and glass plates from the prison. The prisoners' photos have been reproduced by Faner. The exhibition also includes a display of the prison from 1909 to 1953, with a reproduction of the prison's history. The exhibition is open Wednesday through Sunday.
Professor who taught in Iran sees situation there differently

By Liz Griffin  
Staff Writer

Robert Layer thinks he looks differently than most Americans at the soon-to-be-ended Iranian hostage situation because of time he spent in Iran during the Shah's reign.

Layer, an SIU-C professor in economics, taught at Iran's Teheran University from 1974 to 1975.

"I went over there pretty ignorant to the situation and came back pretty knowledgeable," Layer said.

He said the overthrow of Prime Minister Mohammed Mossadegh, the placement of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi into power and the training of Iranian secret police were blamed on the American government by Iran's citizens.

Layer said the capture of the 52 Americans in 1979 was "the fruit of the support" that Iranians felt America had given to the Shah's regime. This helped to create the Iranian hatred for the American government, he said.

"I felt a good deal of sympathy for the Iranians as far as their hatred of the Shah," he said.

Layer said the first example of oppression he witnessed in Iran came as a shock to him.

One day in the middle of the academic year, Layer said he was working in his office when an Iranian medical student came charging in. "He ran in and said, 'They are chasing me,'" Layer said.

He later learned that "they" were the Iranian police.

See LAYER, Page 11

By Liz Griffin  
Staff Writer

The University Bookstore...

What's in it for you?

Textbooks. Shelves of them. And more shelves. Everything you'll need for the coming year of reading, writing, and research. All the required course materials and suggested readings. Accounting through Zoology, with the alphabet of knowledge in between. In one place, at one time. To make it easier for you.

Supplies. The ones you'd expect to find. Notebooks and pens. Pencils and folders. And the ones you may not know about. Like the engineering supplies, the art supplies. It's all right there, so you can stock up when you buy your books. No running around to collect everything you need to start the semester. You're busy enough as it is.

Employees in University Bookstore own, who are there when you need them. And know the answers to your questions. They keep the shelves stocked. Keep the lines moving. Help you get through book buying as quickly as possible.

There's even prices that don't leave a hole in your pocket. Used books save you 25% and we have lots of them.

Master Charge and Visa may be used for any purchase at the Main Office or in the Supply Dept. And it's nice to know that what you pay for books goes back into the operation of the Student Center. To help pay for the free coin return lockers, the TV lounges and Info Desk. It's one of the reasons the low prices of bowling and billiards stay low.

What's it all add up to? Convenience. Low prices and help when you need it. A return on your investment. Through the door of the University Bookstore. That's what's in it for you.

THE HORNOR RAUSCH

20% OFF!

all frames

Horner Rausch starts the year off right with an offer never made before. Any frames from our budget lines through designer fashion styles, including names like Christian Dior and Playboy, are yours to choose from in this storewide special. With this January Plus you really can't afford to buy anywhere else. Good thru January 31, 1981 during this special all other specials are void.

Plus GUARANTEE

If for any reason your lenses or frames are broken just bring them back, and we will repair or replace them at no charge for one year from purchase. Also ask about our lifetime guarantee for children's glasses.

The University Bookstore...
BREAST 1.19

FRIER THIGHS $1.09

DUNGLESS RUMP ROAST $2.59

DUNGLESS SHOULDER TIP ROAST $2.59

JUMBO BOLOGNA 1.49

POULCE CUTLETS $1.49

POULCE LOINS 59¢

POULCE BREASTS 79¢

DROSTEIUSNIER 79¢

FAMILY PACK FRYERS 59¢

DAIRY CASE DELIGHTS

IGA Grade A LARGE EGGS 79¢

PARKAY MARGARINE 59¢

1 Lb. Carton 1.39

DEWY FRESH PRODUCE

CHIQUIA BANANAS 3 $1.00

GOLDEN GRAPEFRUIT 5 $1.49

Washington Extra Fancy Red Cabbage 3 for $1.19

SPECIAL

IGA Green Beans or CHOPPED BROCCOLI 2 lbs. 2.89¢

OREO CRACKERS

ORANGE CRACKERS

Personal touch IGA

BOREN'S IGA FOODLINER

1120 Niles Ave

CARBONDALE, IL

7 A.M. - 9 P.M. MONDAY - SATURDAY
6 A.M. - 10 P.M. SUNDAY

BOREN'S IGA FOODLINER

2501 South Park Ave

DEERFIELD, IL

6 A.M. - 9 P.M. MONDAY - SATURDAY
5 A.M. - 7 P.M. SUNDAY
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East Coast, is too lucrative to refuse.

The two fighters meet each other while training and show a mutual appreciation and respect for each other. Philo even saves his opponent's life when Wilson falls into a quarry.

But Philo decides that his girl's wishes are more important than the mob's money, and so he cancels the fight. The gangsters don't appreciate being turned down and kidnap Beddow's love.

In retaliation, the two street fighters join forces and rescue the lady, so now they are "even" in doing good deeds for the other. Blackmail is no longer an issue for continuing the fight, but the pride of the brawlers takes over. Only one slugger can be the best at what he does; the fight goes on and moves throughout an entire town.

While Eastwood's drawing provides the film with a plot, most of the laughs go to the costars—his constant companion Orville, an orangutan named Clyde and a swearing old lady. Ma Boggs (Beth Gordon), who continues her ongoing battle of wits with Clyde.

The talented ape—in his second motion picture— steals the show. He relieves himself in police cars, damns his auto. Flips the bird at his enemies and beats up on a bumbling motorcycle gang while snatching Ma's Oreo cookies. He displays a personality that few acting animals have ever achieved.

Gordon is perfect as Ma, a nursing old hag who takes up religion after having her first sexual experience in rags, which involves a hilarious takeoff on Bo Derek's performance in "10."

The film is aided by a fair country soundtrack that includes new songs by Eastwood and Ray Charles, Fats Domino, Glen Campbell and Johnny Duncan.

Eastwood is an actor who is in complete command of his films and his role. And while "Any Which Way You Can" will never be noted as an all-time classic, entertaining and funny. Eastwood has never made a bad picture. He still hasn't.

**Mitchell Gallery**

To show drawings of German artist

An exhibit of 53 black and white drawings by German-American artist Hans Hofmann are on display, through February 13 at the University Museum's Mitchell Gallery in Queen Anne.

The drawings are being shown for the first time on the West Coast. As part of the Internat.ional Exhibitions Foundation of Washington, D.C., Hofmann first came to America in 1930 at the age of 50 and was a guest instructor at the University of California at Berkeley. In the 1940s, he was one of the most important artists in the development of abstract expressionism.

Hofmann's art reflects the descriptive and emotional quality of the landscape and figures of everyday life.

---

**ORIENTATION AND INFORMATION ABOUT WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES**

**Spring 1981**

Mississippi Room, Student Center

January 26th, 7-9 p.m.

Call 453-3655, Women's Services for more information or to register.

**The Texas Instruments double rebate promotion.**

Save once, save twice and you could get up to $1,000.

Purchase any one of these fine Texas Instruments products and TI will send you a valuable rebate check plus a mystery rebate certificate worth up to $1000.

**Are You Coming Up Short at the End of the Month?**

**Welcome Back**

**Health News...**

A Slip Disc Can Be Misunderstood, Painful

By Dr. Roy S. White

Doctor of Chiropractic

Intervertebral disc. What a tongue-twister of a name for a shock absorber. Unfortunately, tongue-twisting isn't the only twist involved. Anyone who does a lot of lifting, with the consequent twisting and bending is a prime candidate for a slipped disc injury.

Although it works for us twenty-four hours a day, most people take the spinal disc for granted. Its center contains a jelly-like absorber, that is encased by a tough cartilage. This is in turn encased in the ligaments which hold the vertebrae together. The discs cushion the vertebrae and act as shock absorbers, keeping the vertebrae from grinding together as we bounce, twist, and bend through life.

Equally important, the discs help to form nerve openings between the vertebrae. If these nerves should become pinched, nerve impulses from the brain will be short-circuited. Proper functioning of these nerves is essential to every phase of your life, When they

---

**SECOND CHANCE presents**

**90c Speedrail Drums**

**30¢ Hamm's & Oldstyle**

**40¢ Busch & Olympia**

LIVE MUSIC BY WAYNE & THE SMOKERS

---

**514 S. III, Carbondale, 62923**

**549-3922**

---

**Katie and the Smokers**

213 E. Main

---

**Weber German Wines**

750 ml

---

**Convenience Selection Value**

---

**ROTC**

Gateway to a great way of life
According to Layser, the medical student had been in the university library when police ran into the building in pursuit of students, causing frightened students to flee.

"The students I met had told me of their friends who had been taken away without charges. Being caught by the police would mean being automatically taken to jail," he said.

Another example of the state of tension in Iran was a truck parked outside the building in which Layser's office was located, he said.

"They had a truck with about 40 or 50 police with helmets and riot gear everyday," he said.

The economic gap between the rich and the poor was another source of tension. The Shah lived on a mountainside in Tehran, Layser said, and most of the Americans in the city lived nearby. The rich lived at the top of the mountainside and the poor lived at the bottom, he said.

"When you get to be so powerful," he said of the Shah, "and you don't break any opposition and you have people telling you how great you are, you begin to believe it.

"The only time you would see him was when he was riding in his limousine to pick up some dignitaries.

The economic gap between the rich and the poor was another source of tension. The Shah lived on a mountainside in Tehran, Layser said, and most of the Americans in the city lived nearby. The rich lived at the top of the mountainside and the poor lived at the bottom, he said.

"When you get to be so powerful," he said of the Shah, "and you don't break any opposition and you have people telling you how great you are, you begin to believe it.

"The only time you would see him was when he was riding in his limousine to pick up some dignitaries."
Machine charges rise, new contract cause

By Bill Turley
Staff Writer

The price of soda popped up a dime last week, and price increases were just beginning for new campus vending machine services.

According to Harry Wirth, director of University Enterprises, the increase reflects a new vending machine contract reached by the Interstate United Vending Service, which continues to provide service under the old contract. Some changes have been made to offer the "only viable" contract.

"Interstate was the only company to bid a complete package," Wirth said. "Interstate's package includes a "large" range of products, a contract, and an agreement allowing the company to replace the old vending machines with new models. He said the company presented a model with every product, but the difference was in the contract. The contract, as Wirth put it, was 

Interstate's contract included a price hikes, an increase in the vending machine's price, and a 15% increase in machine prices. In addition, Interstate offered a one-time payment of $500 for each new machine.

Wirth said that any increase would have to be approved by the抗拒, and Interstate did not sign the contract. He said he would be required to justify any proposed increase. The vendor was not interested in the contract, he said.

The new contract, according to Wirth, would increase the prices of the vending machines, but he didn't think it would be enough to justify a contract. He said the prices paid on goods to the University Enterprises, but he didn't think it would be enough to justify a contract.

He said that his company must get all prices approved by the University Enterprises, and that any increase would have to be approved by the抗拒.

Wirth said that any increase would have to be approved by the抗拒, and Interstate did not sign the contract. He said he would be required to justify any proposed increase. The vendor was not interested in the contract, he said.
Sports violence law discussed

NEW YORK (AP)—Any federal law to control violence in sports should be aimed equally at players, coaches and management, according to veteran national football league defensive sports attorney, said legislation is needed because those in charge of the nation's professional sports have failed to do the job.

But Page added that the proposed Sports Violence Act needs a positive step because the people who control professional sports are either unwilling or unable to police themselves, he said.

Page also said that any law should provide penalties for unnecessary violence that occurs within the goals and rules of the sport.

He pointed to two recent cases in the NFL where legal highs severely injured players. In one, Philadelphia wide receiver Wally Henry suffered broken ribs and a ruptured spleen, and had to have his spleen removed. In the other, New England wide receiver Darrel Stingley was paralyzed from the neck down.

The proposed federal law, which is expected to be reintroduced in Congress this year, contains maximum penalties of a year in prison and a $5,000 fine.

While Congress works on the act, Page suggested that pro sports try themselves to cut down on on-field violence.

CITY OF CARBONDALE NOTICE

On November 17, 1980 the city council passed ordinance 80-104, which amended the parking code of the City of Carbondale. Effective immediately any parking violation not paid within 13 days of issuance will increase to ten dollars.

Welcome Back Special Ali Baba
(offer valid 1/19-1/23)

35c Off any Ali Baba sandwich or plate
210 S. Illinois one coupon per order 549-8023

"Need a Doctor?" (Chiropractic)

CHIROPRACTIC INFORMATION BUREAU
-Information
-Referral
-Emergencies
Personal Consultation
AT NO OBLIGATION
Available
9am 5pm Mon-Fri 9am 12pm Sat.

CALL 549-6313

For Recorded Chiropractic Message
Dial-a-Tape

Pleas Request tape by number:
GJ BACK PAIN
GJ HIP PAIN
GJ SHOULDER ARM PAIN
GJ MIGRAINE
GJ MIGRAINE
GJ MIGRAINE

PRIVATE & GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PAYS FOR CHIROPRACTIC CARE


WORKSHOPS:

Individuals must purchase their own supplies for all workshops or pay a specified lab fee.

Ceramics:
Hand building and wheel throwing. $6.00 fee for each 20 lbs. of clay and glaze to cover cost

Stained Glass:

Silkscreen:

Calligraphy:

Paper Making:
Watercolor/Drawing:

Macrame:
Woodworking Lab:

Basketweaving:

Weaving Fibers:

Hammock-Making: 2 day workshop

The Craft Shop will be closed February 12, Lincoln's Birthday, March 14 to 22, Spring Break.

Note on Special Requests:
Saturday Special Workshops
- Ceramics Class—Feb. 21, 28, March 7, 29 2-4 p.m. Sat. afternoon $2.00 plus supplies
- Valentine's Day-Decorating glass "Hearts" Workshop, 2/14, 1-3 p.m. plus supplies

Wrestling coach credits desire for unbeaten start

By Rod Farlow
Staff Writer

After posting a disappointing 3-1 dual record last season, the Saluki wrestling team is off to a 5-0 start this season, which Coach Larry Long credits to his team's "desire to compete." Even though the team has nine freshmen and only one senior, Long refuses to consider inexperience as a Saluki disadvantage, instead insisting that the attitude of his young team more than compensates for its lack of experience.

"When you have a young group like this, anything can happen, and this is the best group of fighters I've had in five years," Long said. "When you step onto the mat against these guys, you'd better be ready for a real scrap."

The Salukis started the season without a scrap, or even a meet, as Missouri State got a first scheduled meet. The Salukis then went on the road, beating Marguette 24-11, Wisconsin-Oshkosh 43-0, Illinois State 25-8, and Western Illinois 54-0. In the meets with Illinois State and Western Illinois, the Salukis were unable to use junior heavyweight Dale Shea, who said contracted pneumonia.

"Dale was standing by in case we needed him," Long said. "He said he could wrestle, but it turned out that we could take forfeits in the heavyweight matches in both meets and come out on top."

Shea will wrestle Tuesday in Cape Girardeau, Mo. where the Salukis take on Southeast Missouri State. Long said, "Good early season performances from senior Eric Jones, 167 pound division; Eric Jones, 158 pound division; Tim Dillick, 141 pound division; and freshman Dan Marhanka, 126 pound division; have neutralized such setbacks as Shea's absence. In individual matches, Kallai is 20-4, Jones 17-5, Marhanka 12-7, and Dillick is 12-8."

"I can pinpoint three wrestlers who are really doing the job--Gus Kallai, Eric Jones, and Dan Marhanka," Long said.

Long must hope that those jobs will be enough to give the Salukis the edge in their next two meets, both away against S.E.M.O. Tuesday and Southwest Missouri State Thursday. S.E.M.O. 2-2 in dual meets this season, is "evenly matched" with S.I.U.-C., according to Long.

![ONE STOP SHOP]

**TEXTBOOKS**
**ART & DRAFTING SUPPLIES**
**CALCULATORS**
**BACKPACKS**
**PAPERBACKS**
**USED BOOKS**
**RUBBER STAMPS**
**PAPERCLIPS**
**CLASS RINGS**
**SOUVENIRS**
**LEDGERS**
**STAPLERS**
**BINDERS**
**TAPE**
**PENS**
**T-SHIRTS**

**SPEEDO Swim Suits**
**$12 for Women's**
**$6 for Men's**

**Gusto's**
610 S. Illinois State to Campus
442-3030, 3-9303, 3-7401

**Visit the hair pros**
**Shampoo, Style, Highlights & Blow Dry**
**ONLY $11.00**

**BARBER SHOP**
536-3321
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Swimmers’ efforts strip Huskers

By Mike Anthony
Staff Writer
The SIU-C men’s swimming and diving team set new meet records in both the 200-yard breaststroke and the 200-yard backstroke. The Salukis finished with a score of 108 in the IMC meet, while the Huskers were held to 92.

Gymnastics place second; Babcock sparks again

By Michelle Schwent
Staff Writer
If football is a game of inches, then gymnastics can be termed a fraction of an inch. The Salukis’ women’s gymnastics team proved this theory to be true by winning the 1981 Midwestern Conference Championship Meet held at the University of Illinois Friday night.

Wichita State ‘Tree’ cut down by lady cagers

dave kane
Sports Editor

The Saluki women’s basketball team may have turned a psychological corner last weekend when it hosted Western Illinois Friday and Wichita State Saturday.

On Friday, six Saluki players sat out of the bench in their street clothes, suspended for one game because they violated training room rules.

On Saturday, the Pizza Hut Invitational Jan. 23-24. The Salukis turned seven players to work with, SIU-C had three seniors.

Babcock was ranked No. 3 in the nation as an all-around gymnast before the meet, but had a sixth-place finish after Sunday.

Senior Bob Barut took fourth place in the floor exercise and fourth in the pommel horse.

SIU-C’s Dave Hoffman, a sophomore from the State Island, N.Y., performs at the parallel bars. Hoffman’s routine earned a score of 8.80 during the Salukis’ triangular meet against New Mexico and Ohio State last Friday night at the Assembly Center.
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Stubborn coal blaze causes more than $1 million damage

SEESER, III. (AP) — A stubborn fire at a coal storage transfer house atop a 180-foot storage bin at the Inland Steel Co. No. 1 mine caused more than $1 million damage, officials said Monday.

Company spokesman Don Kilburg said firefighters were called to the fire by a 24-foot crane borrowed from a nearby Freeman United coal mine and the fire was out at about 8 a.m. Monday. He said a 14,000-ton coal storage bin below the transfer house did not burn.

No injuries were reported in the blaze which apparently began Sunday afternoon on a conveyor belt about 150 feet above the ground and spread through the transport system atop five storage bins when the belt dragged the burning portion higher than firefighters could reach.

Firefighters from seven departments battled the blaze and were assisted, at one point, by an Army helicopter from Fort Campbell, Ky., which flew firefighters and mine personnel above the coal bins. Kilburg said landing the helicopter was ruled too risky and officials called for the crane which was erected shortly after midnight.

Kilburg said the mine, which employs 530 persons and produces 8,200 tons of coal a day, will gradually resume production as soon as a temporary conveyor system is in place, probably within two weeks. He said damage, which has been estimated at well over $1 million, could take two months to repair. He said the damage estimate includes lost production.

Carbondale mobile homes

North Highway 51
FREE Bus to SIU

Lot Rentals
Mobile Home Rentals
14' Wides Available

Nutrition Headquarters

The most complete stock of natural foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North Illinois and the railroad)
Hours 8-9 Monday - Saturday
Sunday 12 to 5 Phone 549-1761

Famous Dan's Ice Cream plus the good things of yogurt
High in taste, low in fat. Natural fruit flavors. Famous, Damson quality.

This coupon and 15¢ entitles bearer to a reg. cup or cone of DAN. Y. D. yogurt
15¢ Special

1981 Spring Discovery Series

Student Services

COUNSELING CENTER
A302 Woody Hall
453-5371

WHY DOES IT HURT SO MUCH TO LOVE SOMEONE WHO DRINKS?
Thursdays, 3-5pm
Starting February 19
7 weeks

PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE: MAKING AND MAINTAINING RELATIONSHIPS
Tuesdays, 3-5pm
Starting February 10
5 weeks

BECOMING MORE ASSERTIVE
Mondays, 7-9pm
Starting February 9
4 weeks

PATHWAYS TO MEANING: DEVELOPING INNER STRENGTH
Tuesdays, 3-5pm
Starting April 7
4 weeks

CAREER COUNSELING CENTER
8204 Woody Hall
536-2096

WOMEN'S SERVICES
8244 Woody Hall
453-3655

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Wednesdays, 3-5pm
Starting February 11
8 weeks

CAREER AWARENESS FOR WOMEN: EXPLORING NON-TRADITIONAL OPTIONS
Day and Time TBA
Starting week of February 9-13
5 weeks

WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES
Mondays, 6-9pm
Starting January 26, Orientation
10 weeks

WOMEN IN TRANSITION: A RE-ENTRY WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP
Day and Time TBA
Starting week of February 16-20
8 weeks

GRADUATE WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP
Day and Time TBA
Starting week of February 9-13
8 weeks

CAFE

POSTER CLEARANCE SALE
823 S. ILL
20% OFF
549-3122

1981 Spring Discovery Series
Byrne vetoes civil service abolition

CHICAGO—Mayor Jane Byrne vetoed an ordinance Monday virtually abolishing the city's civil service.

In a surprise move, the City Council last week rammed through legislation which scrapped civil service protection for all future city employees except police officers, firefighters and paramedics.

The elimination of the personnel code would ultimately have stripped the mayor of patronage of nearly 45,000 workers. While the mayor took no public stand on the ordinance as it was rushed through the council, observers said it was clear the legislation had at least her tacit approval.

However, in the week since the council took the action, dozens of organizations mounted vigorous opposition to the move.

In the midst of the public opposition, Byrne said last Wednesday she saw no reason to "frustrate the will" of the aldermen and veto the legislation.

---

Campus Briefs

The Draft Counseling Center will conduct counseling sessions from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday at the New Life Center, 913 S. Illinois. Sessions are designed to aid and inform potential registrants and draftees in making decisions about their future involvement with the armed forces. Counseling is also available at other times by calling 548-7397.

The College Democrats will sponsor a voter registration drive from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday at the south end of the Student Center. All eligible residents of Carbondale will be able to register.

The Career Counseling Center will offer four personal development and skills building groups beginning in February and April. Registration must be completed by Feb. 2 by calling 549-2996 or coming by the Career Counseling Center, Woody Hall 8-384. The groups are: "How to Choose a Major," "Reality Testing for Sophomores and Juniors," "Career Life Planning for Women: Using Your Experiences," and "Senioritis, or Is There Really Survival After College?"

Recreation Center lockers for fall semester must be renewed or refunded by 11 p.m., Friday, Jan. 23. Any possessions left in lockers after that time will be removed.

---

Florida

FOR THE NINTH STRAIGHT YEAR AT S.I.U.

DAYTONA BEACH

SPRING BREAK 1981

Walt Disney World*Sunton Beaches*Patries

OUR TRIP INCLUDES:

* 188 SEATS AVAILABLE

* 4 days, 7 nights in Daytona Beach

* Free refreshments while traveling

*MARCH 13-SUNDAY, MARCH 23

* All transportation (Gulf Transport Bus Lines)

* All accommodations

* Choice of efficiencies or regular rooms

MARCH 13-20

ONLY $399.00

CONTACT 347-8811

Jefferson Transport

Services-Broker's license #MC30016 Sub. 1

LAST CALL FOR
WINTER CLEARANCE

Storewide Savings at 1/2-1/2 Off

Pants $7.50-20.00

Sweaters $9.00-23.00

Skirts $8.00-19.50

Tops $3.50-20.00

Dresses $15.50-52.00

Coats

Winter hats, scarfs, and gloves

Kay's

CAMPUS

660 So. Illinois

HAIRDESIGNERS LTD.

FREE HAIR CONDITIONER with any hair service

Reg. $15

Adam's Rib Eye's Apple

CAMPUS SOUTHgate

600-239
Families celebrate agreement that may bring hostages home
By Scott Kraft
Associated Press Writer

The bumpy eyed families of 52 American hostages poured champagne, set off firecrackers and draped welcome home banners Monday to celebrate expected freedom for their loved ones after 4½ months of captivity.

Few were sleeping when President Carter came on television before dawn to give the word: An agreement had been signed to free the hostages. The tense wait was all but over. Those who weren’t awake quickly got the word in a telephone call from the State Department.

"It’s what we’ve been waiting to hear for so long," said Doris Moeller, of Loop City, Neb., the mother of hostage Marine Sgt. Michael Moeller. "It’s just an end of a long, long time."

"It’s been a wonderful night," said Donorothy Mielke of San Diego, wife of hostage Richard Mielke. "The weight’s lifted; it’s just an extraordinary feeling. Hope had been raised before."

"This time it felt different," he said.

"It’s been a glorious day," said Dorothea McKeel, mother of hostage George McKeel, of Memphis. "Welcome home."

The release came after government talks in Teheran and Washington, setting off firecrackers and draped outside her Oak Creek, Wis., home in honor of her 21-year-old son, Kevin Hermening.

The friends who kept a nightlong vigil with her dashed down the streets, setting off firecrackers, honking car horns and waking up the neighbors.

"I’ve been doing a super job of staying calm," said Mrs. Tkacs, who last year died of cancer. "I’m just a real relief. It’s finally over," she said.

Invited 22 reporters and technicians to join them in a toast to the expected release of their son. Donald C. Thomas, of馒hauling home shortly after Johnny Herrin, 21, of Balch Springs, Texas. home in honor of her 21-year-old son, Kevin Hermening.

"We've been waiting to hear for so long," said Doris Moeller, of Loop City, Neb., the mother of hostage Marine Sgt. Michael Moeller. "It’s just an end of a long, long time."

"It’s been a wonderful night," said Donorothy Mielke of San Diego, wife of hostage Richard Mielke. "The weight’s lifted; it’s just a glorious feeling."

Hope had been raised before, but this time hope didn’t fade. "This time it felt right," Mrs. Morefield said.

Most of the hostage families said they didn’t plan to go to West Germany, where it was expected the hostages would be flown and possibly remain for several days. But many were planning to fly to Washington for a reunion.

Robert Hohman, father of hostage Donald Hohman, of West Sacramento, Calif., came to his door with tears in his eyes, a smile on his face and a "Free the Hostages" pin on his lapel.

"Well, that’s it. It’s official," he said.

The parents of hostage Johnny McKeel grabbed a large yellow ribbon and walked outside their Balch Springs, Texas, home shortly after the release was announced with the good news. They stood in the light rain and tied the ribbon around their oak tree.

"There. Now we are ready for him to come home. Now there is a yellow ribbon tied around an old oak tree," Wyona McKeel whispered as her voice broke.

Ernest and Susan Cooke uncorked champagne in their Memphis, Tenn., home and

Texas Instruments
electronic slide rule calculator

TI-30

Back-to-School Special
$18.50

"Your Calculator Headquarters
for Southern Illinois"

For Information About Other Cassies in More Than 90 Major U.S. Cities & Abroad
Outside U.S. Call Toll-Free 800-323-1782

Prepares For:
April, 1981

Choose from a variety of classes forming now in
Carbondale, Interested? Call collect 927-7791
APRIL, 1981

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Test Preparation
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

For Information About Other Centers in More Than 90 Major U.S. Cities & Abroad
Outside U.S. Call Toll-Free 800-323-1782

MCAI

Mrs. 

Education Center

BROWN & COLombo
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

RECEIVERS
KR 770
KR 750
KR 720

80 Watts RMS Per Channel
60 Watts RMS Per Channel
40 Watts RMS Per Channel

0.2% Distortion (THD)
0.2% Distortion (THD)
0.03% Distortion (THD)

Digital Quartz Synthesizer Tuner
Digital AM & FM Readout

Reg. $679.00 Sale $319.00
Reg. $549.95 Sale $398.00
Reg. $349.00 Sale $288.00

CASSETTE DECKS
KX 500
KX 600
KX 1060

Metal Tape
2-Head Cassette Deck
3-Head Cassette Deck

Flourescent Meters
W/Dolby Metal Tape
Double Dolby Metal Tape

Reg. $239.95 Sale $198.00
Reg. $289.00 Sale $218.00
Reg. $450.00 Sale $369.00

TURNTABLES
KD 3100

Semi-Automatic
Reg. $200.00
Sale $150.00

Plus:
Pickering Cartridges at Half Price

CLEARANCE SALE ON
FUJI

FX-II-C90
FX-II-C64
FX-I-C60

Reg. $6.96
Reg. $4.95
Reg. $4.50
Sale $3.48
Sale $3.20
Sale $3.00

TAPES
FX-I-C60

Reg. $4.50
Sale $3.00

FUJl Metal Tape
90-Minute
$7.88

HOURS:
M-8-8:30
T-F-8:30
Sat. 8-5

See me for your insurance needs:
Homeowners • Renters • Mobile Homeowners
Auto • Condominium • Business

As an agent for Millers Mutual the Shock Absorber offers a full line of insurance coverages for your convenience and complete protection. Call me to learn how I can help you absorb life’s unexpected financial shocks.

George Keller
529-1751
W. W. WALNUT

Reg. $600 Sale $330
Reg. $660 Sale $330

LS407C
LS408C

3 way speaker system
3 way speaker system

12 in. woofers
10 in. woofers

Reg. $500 Sale $300
Reg. $600 Sale $330
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One stop and you are ready for classes

MORE School Supplies

MORE Art Supplies

MORE Drafting Supplies

MORE Free Parking

Jan. 19th thru Jan. 22nd
8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

REGULAR HOURS:
Mon-Sat 8:30-5:30
TEXTBOOKS

If saving money is your bag . . .

MORE USED BOOKS
FROM
710 BOOKSTORE
Supplies
Official S.I.U. Textbooks,

Be Sure You Have Our Bag!!
Researchers trying to make state coal an attractive product

By Scott Canon
Staff Writer

With Southern Illinois being a virtual gold mine of coal, it's only natural that a number of SIU-C researchers are looking for ways to use the mineral.

University researchers are checking into different methods of making Southern Illinois coal a more attractive product.

Since Southern Illinois coal has a high sulfur content that makes it exceed pollution standards when burned, many of the studies center on ways to extract sulfur from coal.

If practical ways to remove the sulfur are discovered, researchers believe the market for coal from this area may get better.

One researcher here has completed a study that examines a process that converts coal into a gaseous product. Thomas Petrie, researcher in thermal and environmental engineering, said his study may provide more ways to burn coal.

He said sulfur could be removed from the coal in the process, thus reducing the pollution element.

On paper, this method could be cost-effective in the long run," Petrie said. "However, it is still an unproven process and we need some more technological advancements before it can be of any use to the industry.

Another researcher in thermal and environmental engineering, William O'Brien, is looking for the best way to remove the sulfur before converting coal into gas.

"It's a study of basic chemical reactions," O'Brien said. "By identifying the chemical components that are involved, we should be able to make more efficient ways of converting coal and removing the sulfur molecule can be found."

Gasification is a process that turns coal into a gas that can be transported through a pipeline, in much the same way oil is being considered. Kenneth Templemeyer, dean of engineering and technology, said the process also creates a liquid for use in home and industry.

The gasification project, headed by thermal and environmental engineering researcher Charles McMurron, involves extracting both solid and gaseous material from a mixture of pulverized coal.

One study is looking for ways to convert coal into metallic glasses. A metallic glass is a metal alloy that has a structure very similar to glass.

William Brower, associate professor in engineering mechanics and materials, is combining his efforts on this project with Gerard Smith of the chemistry department. The two are using a metal alloy as a substitute for coal in their experiments.

"We've been getting good results, but we are still at the research stage," Brower said. "It will be a while before this can be used in a practical situation."

Smith is working on other coal projects. They examine the chemical properties of coal, he said.

One project looks at the iron and sulfur in coal. He said he is running chemical reactions and using a laboratory technique to see what the reactions do to the iron.

Examining the catalytic properties of coal may also help in coal utilization, he said.

One research has caught on to the idea of using a "shrink wood" approach. Sun Rajan, assistant professor in thermal and environmental engineering, is looking for better ways to build coal combustors. A coal combustor burns coal and uses the energy to heat water or produce steam.

He said he's trying to improve the design of combustors, one of which is already being used to supply power for a hospital in Ohio, so that they can produce energy more efficiently.

Limestone is put into the combustors to remove the sulfur during the burning process. Rajan said, "By taking the sulfur out we could increase the market for Southern Illinois coal," he added.

"In five or 10 years you could see big power plants using this thing and polluting very little..."
Air Force crews in Germany prepare to greet the hostages

RHEIN-MAIN U.S. AIR BASE, West Germany (AP) - U.S. Air Force crews here painted "Welcome Back to Freedom" on a hangar door Monday at this base beheaded with yellow ribbons while soldiers wrapped the hospital where 52 Americans were to be released to normal life after 14½ months of captivity in Iran.

Hospital workers were tying yellow ribbons, symbols of hope, to doorways for the hostages' deliverance, to trees, balconies and railings of the Air Force medical facility in Wiesbaden, about 15 miles west of here.

Four wives of Air Force pilots adorned this base's flora and buildings with the same decoration.

"I understand they're doing this all over America, and we thought we would try to do what we could," said Mrs. Marge Wade of Cincinnati, who organized the project.

"We did this several months ago, but the had weather ruined them so we had to start again," said Mrs. Peggy Sevola of Minneapolis. Others hanging the ribbons were Mrs. Cindi Harkness of Cleveland and Mrs. Nancy Hoffmann of Cheyenne, Wyo.

Preparations for the arrival of the former captives were stepped up with announcements from Washington and Algeria, the intermediary in the hostage negotiations, that Iran and the United States had agreed on a formula for ending the hostage crisis.

Other hostages previously released by Iran were flown to Rhein-Main and spent several days in the Wiesbaden hospital. Security was increased at the hospital, where the Americans were expected to spend five to seven days in relative isolation before returning to the United States. They would be examined by physicians and psychiatrists and given advice on how to handle a variety of possible problems, including psychological trauma and sudden exposure to publicity.

Officials said the Americans would be briefed on world events during their captivity, and would view a number of videotapes prepared for them.

Only U.S. military or government employees were being allowed onto the grounds of the three-story facility and police blocked one lane of a major street leading to it.

Air Force crews at the base were building platforms for scores of photographers and television crews on hand to cover the ex-hostages' arrival.

Final dart targets of the Ayatollah will be published

CHICAGO (AP) — "Thank God it's Over — Free At Last." This phrase will be carried on final Ayatollah Khomeini dart target posters which will roll off the presses of the ACBA Publishing Co. next week, the firm's owner says.

Michael McCormack said Monday he will provide each hostage with a collection of every Iranian crisis poster the company put out during the ordeal.

The hostages also will receive posters of themselves, and the entire package will be wrapped in yellow ribbons and delivered to their hometowns by special messenger, McCormack said. A final Khomeini dart poster will be included.

"It's our way of saluting them," he said.

Now that the crisis is ending, McCormack said his company will not be going out of business.

He said he has a poster out on President-elect Ronald Reagan.

"But there are no target rings on it. You have to earn them," said McCormack. "The Ayatollah Khomeini reached 20 rings."
Spring flowers bloom early in picture book by professor

By Steve English
Student Writer

It will be months before spring wildflowers bloom again—but a new book by an SIU-C botanist may be a good stand-in until the winter months have passed.

Mohlenbrock entitled "Spring Woodland Wildflowers of Illinois," was written by Robert Mohlenbrock, professor and former chairman of the Botany Department. It is the first picture book on Illinois wildflowers done entirely in color.

Mohlenbrock's book lists 120 of the common native wildflowers that grow in the woods and bloom in the spring. It was written for the Illinois Department of Conservation, with the intent of providing a guide for people with a limited botanical knowledge, so they can identify the plants they see, says Mohlenbrock.

"Southern Illinois has the richest flora of any area in the Midwest," said Mohlenbrock. "Of the 2,000 types of flora found in Illinois, 2,000 are found here in Southern Illinois.

Mohlenbrock credits the area's vast woods, swamps, bogs, prairies and climate for providing the assortment of plants and flowers found in Southern Illinois. Despite these favorable conditions, Mohlenbrock is concerned that an increasing number of plants in the area have become endangered.

The Department of Conservation published a list of 360 endangered plants last spring, of which 180 were found in Southern Illinois. All plants are classified as endangered if a consensus of professional botanists considers them so.

To combat this problem, the state has appointed a body of scientists to serve on the Endangered Species Protection Board. The board looks into endangered plants and animals to find means of protecting them. Mohlenbrock is a member of the board's plant committee.

"The major causes of extinction are man-made problems," said Mohlenbrock. "Overpicking and major changes in the environment, such as the building of a lake, are the main causes of extinction."

As a member of the plant committee, Mohlenbrock is continuously looking for endangered plants and solutions to the problem. He reported there are two plants found in the Shawnee Forest—Mead's milkweed (Asclepias) and Price's groundnut (Apios praecox)—that will appear in the forthcoming federal list of plants that are candidates for endangered listing.

To curb the problem, Mohlenbrock says he mostly stresses conservation, to get people to stop picking the plants. Presently, the state law says that you can sell endangered plants, but you cannot pick them. Mohlenbrock wants to see a law enacted that will make illegal to have endangered plants in your possession and have a fine imposed on any violators.

Mohlenbrock's 246-page book was issued by the Illinois Division of Forestry, and may be obtained in bookstores soon.

--

Tuesday's Puzzle

ACROSS
1. NW river 9. Place of birth
2. Ignorant 10. Tab
3. Person 11. Cow
5. Amity 13. Card
7. Praise 15. Party girls
18. Transported 19. Concept
20. Of the mass 21. Gleaming
22. Bead made 23. Words
24. State 25. Foot control
26. Cakes 27. Stoves
28. Negative 29. Crosses old
30. Land units 31. Head
32. Kind of beam 33. Properties
34. Structure 35. Continent
36. Coopers 37. Bound
38. Copper 39. Station
40. Mineral vein 41. Select
42. Weaving tool 43. Animal
44. Structure 45. Area
46. Suffering 47. Enemies
48. Concerned 49. Alone
50. Bees 51. Sense
52. Goes first 53. Direct
54. Accelerate

DOWN
1. NWT river 2. Slogan
3. Negative 4. Head
5. Kind of beam 6. Properties
7. Board 8. Station
9. Select 10. Tense
11. Alone 12. Space
15. Money 16. Bees
17. Bees 18. Bees
19. Aligned 20. Bees
23. Bees 24. Bees
27. Bees 28. Bees
29. Bees 30. Bees
31. Bees 32. Bees
33. Bees 34. Bees
35. Bees 36. Bees
37. Bees 38. Bees
39. Bees 40. Bees
41. Bees 42. Bees
43. Bees 44. Bees
45. Bees 46. Bees
47. Bees 48. Bees
49. Bees 50. Bees
51. Bees 52. Bees
53. Bees 54. Bees

Monday's Puzzle Solved

ACROSS
6 Vacation 16. Clue
12 Box 18. Broke
20 Box 24. State
26 Box 31. Baked
32 Bad 34. Box
35 Box 37. Told
36 Box 38. Stone
40 Box 48. Black
42 Box 49. Stone
50 Box 51. Box

DOWN
1. June 7. Crave
2. Stove 8. Crave
4. Baked 10. Crave
5. Baked 11. Crave
7. Baked 13. Crave
9. Baked 15. Crave
11. Baked 17. Crave
12. Baked 18. Crave
15. Baked 21. Crave
16. Baked 22. Crave
17. Baked 23. Crave
18. Baked 24. Crave
21. Baked 27. Crave
22. Baked 28. Crave
23. Baked 29. Crave
24. Baked 30. Crave
25. Baked 31. Crave
26. Baked 32. Crave
27. Baked 33. Crave
28. Baked 34. Crave
29. Baked 35. Crave
30. Baked 36. Crave
31. Baked 37. Crave
32. Baked 38. Crave
33. Baked 39. Crave
34. Baked 40. Crave
35. Baked 41. Crave
36. Baked 42. Crave
37. Baked 43. Crave
38. Baked 44. Crave
39. Baked 45. Crave
40. Baked 46. Crave
41. Baked 47. Crave
42. Baked 48. Crave
43. Baked 49. Crave
44. Baked 50. Crave
45. Baked 51. Crave
46. Baked 52. Crave
47. Baked 53. Crave
48. Baked 54. Crave

This puzzle was contributed by Robert Mohlenbrock, professor and former chairman of the Botany Department.